An adverb is a word that describes an action verb.

playfully carefully sincerely slowly happily
quickly patiently loudly quietly safely

Fill in the blank lines with the adverb that best fits each sentence. Use the adverbs in the word box above.

1. Sarah skipped ____________ down the street to see her friend.

2. The team ran ______________ towards the finish line to win the race.

3. Dan waited _______________ for his turn to hit the puck.

4. The turtle walked ____________ and couldn’t keep up with the rabbit.

5. Sharon chose the answers for her test _____________ so she would pass.

6. Mike saw there were no cars coming so he could cross the street _______________.

7. The kids shouted _________________ as they played in gym class.

8. We say the pledge of allegiance ________________ because we love our country.
An adverb is a word that describes an action verb.

Directions: Fill in the blanks with the adverb that best fits each sentence. Use the words in the word box above.

1.) Sarah skipped __happily____ down the street to see her friend.

2.) The team ran __quickly____ towards the finish line to win the race.

3.) Dan waited __patiently__ for his turn to hit the puck.

4.) The turtle walked __slowly__ and couldn’t keep up with the rabbit.

5.) Sharon chose the answers for her test __carefully__ so she would pass.

6.) Mike saw there were no cars coming so he could cross the street __safely__.

7.) The kids shouted __loudly__ as they played in gym class.

8.) We say the pledge of allegiance __sincerely__ because we love our country.
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